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Native American Flute Music with the sounds of nature.John De Boer has become one of the most

acclaimed and talked about artists in the Native American flute genre. His music is compelling, innovative

and healing. Simply Wonderful.. 10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: New Age Details: John

De Boer is a very accomplished and multi-talented musician who has been composing and performing on

the Native American Flute for over 20 years. "Flute Songs For A Blue Moon" is his debut release on

Oyate Music Group Recordings and is a very fine release. John can be found tirelessly performing all

around Ohio, Illinois and Indiana...and other areas. Bringing the healing spirit of his gift of music to many.

A wonderfully innovative and inspiring new recording from this renowned artist and performer, "Flute

Songs For A Blue Moon" interweaves the traditional spirit of the Native American (LOVE) Flute with the

environmental sounds associated with the remote woodlands into a journey through space and

time...taking the listener on a magical and healing journey with each note. Relaxing * Meditative *

Transgressional * Healing * These are terms that have been associated with the experience of listening

and absorbing this wonderful recording! Oyate Music Group Recordings is PROUD to present this

wonderfully talented and innovative performer... New songs from John can also be found on the release

"Native Flutes Vol. 2 2003 Edition" A compilation of some of the most innovative new talents of the Native

Flute genre. Available exclusively from Oyate Music Group Recordings! (check this site or visit our

homepage-linked here) "Flute Songs for a Blue Moon" is available exclusively from Oyate Music...

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY and join the evergrowing legions of fans.....TAKE THE JOURNEY !
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